Intrusions trigger an immediate alert to enhance Hikvision’s CCTV performance

HIKVISION with webeyecms - ideal to improve response and reduce false alarms

- Cloud platform to send alerts
- Initiates a fast response
- Video verification
- Notifications to all stakeholders
- Cloud storage
- Full automated monitoring
- Full audit trail
- Reliable and robust
- Alarm management tool
- FREE customer support and training

DELIVER FAST, INTELLIGENT ALARM NOTIFICATIONS IN REAL TIME TO ALL STAKEHOLDERS

Integration into the webeyecms platform effectively turns Hikvision’s CCTV video surveillance equipment into fully-functional alarm products. If an intruder enters a site they will trigger an alert. This generates an alarm notification which is then processed by the webeyecms alarm platform. The latter acts as a virtual monitoring station by distributing alarms and videos to all stakeholders within seconds via the webeyecms app or browser.

Alarm recipients will receive a 20-second encrypted video (five seconds of pre-alarm and 15 seconds of post-alarm). There’s also the option to switch to live view and trigger outputs (eg to trigger a siren).

The webeyecms platform also contains a full audit trail of who has opened the alarm and when (whether on a smartphone or web browser).

Full training can be provided on how to use Hikvision products with webeyecms.

Webeye operates a best price policy but if you find them cheaper we’ll price match any genuine quote. We also employ well informed engineers who are on hand to answer any questions and offer guidance.
Webeye supplies the security industry with leading alarm products and services to maximise revenue and improve efficiency.

HIKVISION
Hikvision is a leading manufacturer of CCTV solutions that are easy to install with excellent image resolution. Hikvision has state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities with the industry’s strongest commitment to research and development. Webeye supplies Hikvision products and products bundles that are cost effective and best suited to improve alarm accuracy and reduce false alarms.

DEEP LEARNING TECHNOLOGY TO IMPROVE PERFORMANCE
Hikvision’s DeepInMind and DeepInView product range combined with Webeye’s smart delivery platform are the perfect fit for improving alarm accuracy and reducing false alarms. The ‘Deep Learning’ concept imitates human synaptic learning and memory processes, the advanced algorithms achieve astonishingly accurate and consistent Video Content Analytics (VCA) performance. The products effectively filter out alarms triggered by animals, leaves and inanimate objects with greater than 90% accuracy.

4K 32CH IP DEEPINMIND NVR
- Human body detection analytics (line-crossing detection, intrusion detection, etc.) to improve the alarm accuracy rate: up to 8 channels of IP camera analysis
- DeepinMind NVRs (8S) runs a secondary analysis and filters out objects that may trigger false alarms such as rain, leaves, animals and light fluctuations
- Search by human features and similarity
- More precise human body detection based on a deep learning algorithm
- Alarm accuracy at least 90%

Once triggered Hikvision with webeyecms delivers an alarm notification and a video clip to the right people within seconds.